1. **What is the highest court in the country?**
   - House of Lords

2. **Data is often gathered by carrying out a what?**
   - Survey

3. **A plotter produces "Hardcopy". What does this mean?**
   - It prints a permanent copy

4. **The area around a magnet is called a what?**
   - Magnetic field

5. **Which two substances are used in photosynthesis?**
   - Carbon dioxide and water

6. **In IT, moving between pages using hyperlinks is called what?**
   - Navigating

7. **The General Strike in 1926 was called by the TUC - what does TUC stand for?**
   - Trade Union Congress

8. **How many syllables are in the word "Capacity"?**
   - 4

9. **Spell "Identification"**
   - IDENTIFICATION

10. **Man-made attempts to form cloud and rain is called what?**
    - Cloud seeding

11. **Pete’s hourly wage goes up from £7.20 to £7.56. What percentage increase is this?**
    - 5%

12. **What are the lengthwise threads of a woven fabric called?**
    - Warp

13. **Which river flows through six different European countries?**
    - Danube
14 Does an orange contain acid?
   Yes

15 What is the largest newspaper format called?
   Broadsheet

16 In geography terms, what is a "Distributary"?
   Small river branching off main river

17 What does the idiom "By the skin of your teeth" mean?
   Only just

18 A formula in a spreadsheet cell usually begins with which symbol?
   An equals sign =

19 Which is the shortest ferry route across the English Channel?
   Dover to Calais

20 When a magnet is suspended, it will line up in which direction?
   North-South

21 What is twice the amount of 345?
   690

22 "Bonjour" is "Good morning" in French... Then what is "Good evening"?
   Bonsoir

23 What line on a map connects points of the same height?
   A contour line

24 Which kind of saw would you use for cutting wood straight?
   Tenon saw

25 What does the word "texture" mean?
   The feel, appearance or consistency of a surface

26 What is the French word for "Butterfly?"
   Pappilon
27 During Queen Mary Tudor’s reign, England lost which French town?
   Calais

28 People illegally viewing or changing computer systems are known as what?
   Hackers

29 Who is the largest religious minority in the UK?
   Muslims

30 The Black Death was spread by fleas which were carried by which creatures?
   Black rats

31 Which word beginning with "Q" is a synonym of "Query"?
   Question

32 What does the word "Refraction" mean?
   Bending of light

33 The Battle of Hastings took place near which present-day town?
   Battle

34 In geography terms, what is an "Anemometer"?
   A wind gauge

35 How many countries make up the UK?
   4

36 In terms of ICT, what is a font?
   A character style

37 What is 7,891 rounded to the nearest 1,000?
   8,000

38 What does the prefix "Peri" (as in "Perimeter") mean?
   Around
39 If pencils are 12.5 cm long, how many will fit in a metre when they are laid end to end?
   8

40 What is the name of the earth's thin surface layer?
   Crust

41 What does a cross through a fabric care symbol mean?
   Do not

42 What is the name of the advanced fibre manufactured from cellulose?
   Tencel

43 How do you spell "Hygiene" (the science of health, its promotion and preservation)?
   HYGIENE

44 When a "Chancellor" holds up a Budget Box to the cameras what colour is the box?
   Red

45 Name the adjectives in the following sentence "The long transporter delivered the new car today."
   Long, new

46 What is protein broken down into?
   Amino acids

47 Which President forced Russia to back down over the Cuban missile crisis?
   John F. Kennedy

48 What force is needed on an area of 4 metres squared to produce a pressure of 16 Pascals?
   64 Newtons

49 Simplify 5a + 7a.
   12a

50 Spell "Inconvenience"
   INCONVENIENCE
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